Customize Your Compliance Packaging with Pharmacy Automation Supplies (PAS)

Pharmacy Automation Supplies’ adherence packaging provides quality solutions for patient care and customization to promote your pharmacy’s brand.

Company Background

Pharmacy Automation Supplies (PAS) has been using our manufacturing capabilities to support pharmacies for over 100 years. We began as a small local print manufacturer addressing the label and bag needs of a few regional pharmacies. Because of our dedication to competitive pricing, reputation for quality, consistent industry leading turnaround times, and focus on adapting to the constantly changing needs of all the dynamic segments of pharmacy (including retail, long-term care, hospital, specialty, central fill, institutional, nuclear, and many more) we have grown to be one of the largest and most relied upon suppliers in the country.

PAS’s state-of-the-art manufacturing and distribution facilities feature 20 high-speed flexographic printing presses, PVC blister thermoforming machines, an in-house art and graphics department, plate manufacturing, and over 30,000 square feet of warehouse space devoted to addressing the needs of pharmacies. By leveraging our warehousing, distribution, and shipping capabilities, PAS has been able to expand beyond just manufacturing and is now recognized for price leadership on Lexmark Toner, Pharmacy Vials from Centor (formerly Rexan), thermal transfer ribbons, and strip/pouch packaging supplies.

Product Overview

Pharmacy Automation Supplies is proud to offer a full line of compliance packaging designed with the quality that PAS has been known for during their 100 years of print manufacturing. Products include the Qube and Qube Mini weekly multi-dose card, the Qube 31 monthly multi-dose card, the FlexRx 7-day multi-dose blister card with four time passes and detachable blisters, and box solutions for dispensing strip and pouch packaging. These products are all fully customizable for pharmacies to utilize for branding or informational purposes.

PAS’s compliance packaging is a cost saving solution that can be used in various pharmacy settings. With our in house printing capabilities for customization and branding, we deliver a compliance solution that benefits both pharmacies and patients.

Product Specifications

- **Qube Weekly**
  - High-capacity card and blister specifically designed for multi-med therapies.
  - Extra-large capacity blister holds multiple medications.
  - Easy to fill and check.
  - Larger morning and night blisters to accommodate most common dosage times.
  - Inside cover for large pharmacy labels.
  - Fully customizable with minimum order.
  - Compatible with Synergy Medical machines (SynMed).

- **Qube Mini Weekly**
  - Smaller-sized card and blister provides multi-med therapies for patients.
  - Large capacity blister still easily holds multiple medications per pass.
  - Easy to fill and check.
  - Larger morning and night blisters to accommodate most common dosage times.
  - Fully customizable with minimum order.
  - Compatible with Synergy Medical machines (SynMed).

- **Qube 31 Monthly**
  - Multi-Med card designed for monthly medication management.
  - 31 cavities for multi-med filling.
  - Large capacity blisters hold multiple medications.
  - Easy to fill and check.
  - Fully customizable with minimum order.
  - Compatible with Synergy Medical machines (SynMed).

- **FlexRx Weekly**
  - High-capacity 7-day multi-med card with four time passes and detachable blisters for portability.
  - Perforated blister makes time passes detachable.
  - Medication information is printed on each individual time pass.
  - Cardboard cover provides rigidity to protect integrity and is fully customizable for pharmacy branding.
  - Large rounded blister easily accommodates multiple medications.
  - Compatible with Synergy Medical machines (SynMed).

- **Custom Pill Boxes for Strip and Pouch Packaging**
  - Multiple sizes available depending on days of medication filled.
  - Fully customizable on all sides for pharmacy branding.
  - Compatible for portability of all strip/pouch packaging material.

Ordering Information

To order, request samples, or get additional information about PAS’s full line of products (including compliance packaging) call one of our dedicated pharmacy support specialists today at (800) 798-1401 or visit our website pharmacyautomationsupplies.com.